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Three arguments underlie growing efforts 
for higher minimum wages in the U.S. 

• Minimum wage has not kept up with inflation, meaning 
the lowest-skilled are falling behind 

• Coupled with other changes (tech. change, 
globalization), declining real minimum wage has led to 
greater wage inequality 
– Although much of growth is at upper end of 

distribution 
• Growing economy has not reduced poverty 
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But is a higher minimum wage the right 
policy? 

• Unintended consequences 
– Aside from increasing wages of low-skilled 

workers, there may be job loss (winners and 
losers)? 

• Distributional effects 
– Who actually “wins” (and who “loses”) from a 

higher minimum wage?  Does a higher minimum 
wage reduce poverty? 

• If we are going to raise the minimum wage, how high 
is too high? 
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Key issue in estimating effects of  
minimum wages – “counterfactual” 

• When studying national minimum wage, counterfactual, 
or control, can only be provided by statistical model 
(regression) 

• Research begun in 1990s exploits U.S. “laboratory” – 
variation introduced by state minimum wages 
– Comparing experiences in similar states with and 

without minimum wage increases provides better 
“counterfactual” or “control” 

• Recent work raises questions about this approach, and 
pursues others 
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What do the state experiments and other 
research tell us? 

• Review of over 100 studies from about 1990-2007 
concluded that most research confirms that minimum 
wages reduce employment of the least-skilled (Neumark 
and Wascher, 2007) 
– > 100 studies, 2/3 find negative effects 
– 85% of more credible studies find negative effects 
– Larger disemployment effects when studies focus on 

least skilled 
– Many elasticities in range −0.1 to −0.2, with variation  
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Which states are the best controls? 
• Recent research (Allegretto et al. 2011; Dube et al., 2010) 

focuses on which states (or subareas) of states provide 
better controls 
– Are minimum wages adopted “endogenously” in way 

that biases estimates? 
– Claim that accounting for “spatial heterogeneity,” no 

significant evidence of disemployment effects 
• I disagree with conclusions (Neumark et al., 2014a, 

2014b), but the work raises important questions 
– Complex, technical issues, ongoing work  

• Alternative approaches to avoid problem of control 
states, including IV, “within state” and “within Economic 
Areas,” almost always generate negative effects 
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Conclusion that this new research shows 
no disemployment effects: highly selective 

Geographically-proximate/linear trend designs 
Dube, Lester, and Reich (2010) Near zero for teens and restaurant workers 

Allegretto, Dube, and Reich 
(2011) 

Near zero for teens 

Addison et al. (2013) Varying sign, more negative, generally insignificant for restaurant workers 
and teens; stronger negative at height of Great Recession (−0.34)  

Other approaches 
Neumark et al. (2014a, 2014b) −0.14/−0.15 for teens, −0.05/−0.06 for restaurant workers 

Totty (2014) Most near zero, some near −0.04 for restaurant workers; 0 to −0.15 for 
teens 

Powell (2015) −0.10 
Baskaya and Rubinstein (2012) −0.5 for teens 

Clemens and Wither (2014) Appx. −0.67, for those directly affected by minimum wage increase  
Thompson (2009) −0.3 (for teen employment share) 

Liu et al. (forthcoming) −0.17 (14-18 year-olds) 
Meer and West (2015) Long-run elasticity for overall employment of −0.07, in many cases 

concentrated in low-wage industries 
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Job loss may be tolerable if minimum 
wage reduces poverty 

• Evidence of job loss does not rule out beneficial 
distributional effects 

 
• “The minimum wage was one of the first – and is still 

one of the best – anti-poverty programs we have”  
• Senator Edward Kennedy (quoted in 

Clymer, 1999, p. 449)  
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Does the minimum wage target poor 
families well? 

 
Income-to-needs 

% low-wage 
workers 

Less than 1 (poor) 85 

1-1.24 5 

1.25-1.49 3 

1.5-2.00 4 

2-2.99 2 

3 or above  0 

Low-wage worker: < ½ average private-sector wage 
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Does the minimum wage target poor 
families well? 

1939 

 
Income-to-needs 

% low-wage 
workers 

Less than 1 (poor) 85 

1-1.24 5 

1.25-1.49 3 

1.5-2.00 4 

2-2.99 2 

3 or above  0 

Low-wage worker: < ½ average private-sector wage 
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Does the minimum wage target poor 
families well? 

1939 1959 1979 2003 

 
Income-to-needs 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

Less than 1 (poor) 85 42 20 17 

1-1.24 5 10 7 7 

1.25-1.49 3 10 7 8 

1.5-2.00 4 12 12 13 

2-2.99 2 16 20 22 

3 or above  0 10 34 34 
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Does the minimum wage target poor 
families well? 

1939 1959 1979 2003 

 
Income-to-needs 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

Less than 1 (poor) 85 42 20 17 

1-1.24 5 10 7 7 

1.25-1.49 3 10 7 8 

1.5-2.00 4 12 12 13 

2-2.99 2 16 20 22 

3 or above  0 10 34 34 

Largest contributor 
to poverty is having 
no workers 
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Does the minimum wage target poor 
families well? 

1939 1959 1979 2003 

 
Income-to-needs 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

Less than 1 (poor) 85 42 20 17 

1-1.24 5 10 7 7 

1.25-1.49 3 10 7 8 

1.5-2.00 4 12 12 13 

2-2.99 2 16 20 22 

3 or above  0 10 34 34 

1/3 of minimum wage 
workers in families in 
top half of family 
income distribution 
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Does the minimum wage target poor 
families well? 

1939 1959 1979 2003 

 
Income-to-needs 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

% low-wage 
workers 

Less than 1 (poor) 85 42 20 17 

1-1.24 5 10 7 7 

1.25-1.49 3 10 7 8 

1.5-2.00 4 12 12 13 

2-2.99 2 16 20 22 

3 or above  0 10 34 34 

Recent work points to modest 
improvement in targeting, as 
declining wages of low-skilled 
workers and declining teen 
employment have increased 
share of adults in the ranks of 
minimum wage workers 
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Raising minimum wage may do little to 
help the poor 

• Low-wage workers and low-income families aren’t 
synonymous 

• Not working, rather than low wages, is the most 
important determinant of poverty 

• Many low-wage workers in are in higher-income families 
– Teens are 25% of workers below federal minimum, 

and 16-24 year-olds 50%, and teens are not 
particularly poor 

• Most research shows no net effect of minimum wage on 
poverty in the United States 
– Rather, there are winners and losers among the poor  
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Recent policy context – $15 minimum?  

• Hard to predict effects, because increases well outside 
the range of past experience 

• Four concerns 
– Many more workers affected, reducing ways to 

substitute towards other, higher-skilled workers, or to 
offset in other ways  

– Targeting of poor worsens at higher MW levels 
– No discussion of effects on very least skilled – 

minorities, dropouts, etc.  
• Substitution away from them, and possible adverse 

longer-term effects 
– Indexation can imply that longer-run adverse effects 

arise, because employers don’t expect MW increases 
to be inflated away 
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Does a higher minimum wage shift costs 
from public programs to employers? 

• Recent study (Allegretto et al., 2015) focuses on SNAP, 
and reports reductions in enrollment and expenses  

• Results driven by same research strategies that 
mask/diminish disemployment effects 

• Sabia et al. (2015) add Medicaid, FRPL, public housing, 
TANF, and WIC, and find no reductions except 
sometimes for SNAP 
– SNAP requires work or looking for work, so more 

likely to be reduced by wage increases, and less likely 
to increase because of lower 
employment/participation  

• Not surprising if MW’s don’t reduce poverty   
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Minimum wages as redistributional policy 
to respond to rising inequality 

• Redistribution through government policy is, in my view, 
an appropriate response to rising inequality 

• But minimum wage is strange way to do this 
– Does not target the poor well 
– Raises prices more for things low-income families buy 
– Almost surely does not redistribute from the richest 

• And if concern is also with those who can’t get a 
foothold in labor market, MW can make things worse 
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Thank you! 
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What about Card and Krueger (1994)? 

• High-profile “New Jersey-Pennsylvania” study reported 
evidence that minimum wages increase employment in 
fast-food industry 
– Widely cited by minimum wage advocates  
– My work assessed this study, collected much more 

reliable data, and showed results were wrong  
• Mundane but important problem – highly flawed 

data collection 
• “How many people work in your store?” 

– No clear prediction for narrow industry  
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“Meta-analyses” make different claims, but 
misleading (Schmitt) 
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“Meta-analyses” make different claims, but 
misleading 

Crazy values 
for elasticities 
included 
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Other “meta-analyses” make different 
claims, but misleading 

Crazy t-stats 
also included  
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Other “meta-analyses” make different 
claims, but misleading 

Gives impression 
that central 
tendency is 0, but 
mean elasticity is 
−0.19 
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Meta-analysis problematic 

• Tests for publication bias can be misleading 
– E.g., more negative published estimates with larger 

standard errors (claim: these get published, but 
positive estimates don’t) 

– But suppose better research designs that reveal true 
negative effects demand more of data and are less 
precise? 

• Common to inversely weight estimates by standard 
errors 
– More recent, more rigorous methods generate larger 

standard errors 
– Why downweight the “best” studies? 
– Why attach any weight to “invalid” studies? 
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Consider impact on worker income … then 
on family income distribution 

• Does “moderate” disemployment effect imply low-
wage workers helped? 

• Common argument: If abs. value of elasticity < 1, then 
higher minimum wage raises workers’ earnings 
– Ex., with elasticity of −0.2, 10% increase in minimum 

implies: 
• 2% lose their job 
• 98% get 10% raise 
• Average income of low-wage workers up by   (.98 

x 10) – (.02 x 100) = 7.8% 
• Clearly key cutoff is −1 
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Despite moderate disemployment effect, 
low-wage workers could fare badly 

80% above 
minimum 

20% at 
minimum Average 

Wages 

Correct calculation:  Impact on affected workers  

No change Up 10% Up 2% 

Employment No change Down 10% Down 2% 

Earnings No change No change No change: elas. = −1 

Elasticity of –0.2 comes from:   
2% employment decline 

10% wage increase 

Incorrect calculation, based on elasticity 

And worse once we recognize elasticities computed 
for legislated increase – smaller than actual increase 
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Minimum wages target the poor 
inefficiently (WSJ op-ed, 7/6/14) 
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… and a high minimum wage even less so 

 ”… if we were to raise the minimum 
wage to $10.10 nationally, 18% of the 
benefits of the higher wages (holding 
employment fixed) would go to poor 
families. Twenty-nine percent would go 
to families with incomes three times the 
poverty level or higher. 
 
…applying the same calculation as 
above for a $15 per hour minimum, 
the share of benefits going to poor 
families would decline to 12%, and 
the share to families more than three 
times the poverty line would 
increase to 36%.”  
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The Earned Income Tax Credit solution 

• EITC increases incomes of low-income families, 
while encouraging work 

• Pays nothing to people who don’t work 
• Subsidizes, or adds to, what people earn in the 

labor market, making work more attractive 
– Theory predicts increased labor supply on 

“extensive margin” 
• Targets low-income families, with more going to 

families with more children (and very little to 
families without children) 
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What does research say: 
Does the EITC work? 

• Targets low-income families well 
– Increases employment of those who gain the 

most 
• Low-skill single-female mothers  

– Reduces poverty 
– Helps families earn their way out of poverty  

• Not a panacea for all sources of low family 
income, but neither is minimum wage 

• EITC attracts support from both U.S. political 
parties 
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Silly to talk about “stinginess” of minimum 
wage while ignoring EITC 

• “Since it was first established in 1938, the 
minimum wage … was eroded substantially 
over several prolonged periods because of 
inflation. The proposal to raise the minimum 
wage by $1.75 by the end of 2015 would 
restore the real value of the minimum wage to 
what it was in 1981.” 
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“Minimum income floor” has become more 
generous for many 
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Labor Earnings vs. Income with the EITC for One-Earner Household 
with Two Children Working at Minimum Wage for 2000 Hours, 2011$ 

Earnings Earnings+EITC
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“Minimum income floor” has become more 
generous, at least for some 

• Real minimum wage has declined, but real 
minimum wage plus EITC has increased 
generosity of the income floor we “mandate” for 
eligible workers 
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